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As part of a New York State residential lighting program designed by Orange & Rockland Utilities, Inc.
and a New Jersey residential lighting program designed and implemented the Free Lighting
Corporation, 7,700 homes have received comprehensive lighting retrofits. Equally important, a detailed
lighting census of each house and retrofit has been prepared, providing data on residential lighting not
previously published or available.

Considering the enormous size of the residential lighting marketplace, there is remarkably little field data
available on the actual end-use or on the potential for comprehensive retrofit. This paper will detail the
information learned to date from the comprehensive retrofit of 7,700 homes, with an average of 14.2
bulbs per house installed, several times that normaUy projected as being feasible.

The paper provides details on the number of incandescent bulbs in each house, the wattage distribution,
and the specific rooms which are most likely to have high lighting use. These will be analyzed by house
size and number of occupants. AU of this data has extreme importance in cost-effectiveness of

programs. Details are provided on the methods used to avoid lost
nn~r'\n-r'hl1r1utll':J>C' and savings "guesstimates if that have plagued earlier residential efforts.

attention will be to the actual instaHations. An of the of each lamp
replaced, the types and 'UI~'n~(,p. of bulbs average hours use by location, average wattage
reductions and energy and cost-benefits win be we win review market
peIletr'atlCJns and as measured retrofit surveys~

This data is based upon a census of 7,700 treated homes 287,000
were at a total cost of about 4 cents per kilowatt hour savede

of which 109,000

Introduction

The New York project restricted replacement to locations
for at least three hours daily, limited bulbs (and

n~n,.rnE=~:ntl to contractuaUy models, and designated
specific communities and residences. With the
exception of its dedication to comprehensiveness, this
approach is that which utilities typically pursue for direct
installation programs.

COi1[1Plt~tea from November 1991 through 1992. This
program is scheduled to continue through 1993 and instaU
a total of about 450,000 bulbs in 30,000 residences, about
60% of the utility's New Jersey service area. As of

1, we that 105,000 bulbs win have
been installed in 6,000 to 7,000 residences.

The New Jersey did not limit or pre-specify types
of bulbs, participation or hours use. However, the
contractor is being paid strictly upon verified and
persistence checked lifecycle kilowatt hour savings. Only
the New project includes for any resultant

treated about
thr~DU11~h October 1991, when it

results from the
reflects the 2,800 installations

The two treatment groups of homes that the
homes treated in 16 months come from two dif

ferent programs: (a) a direct bulb
installation in which the contractor is based
upon a set per bulb and (b) an ESCO-

contract in which the contractor
service company, or is per JULl.""""", 'lI ...... JII."'-'

kilowatt hour achieved~ Each program involved the same
contractor Free of Ramsey,
New and the same & Rockland
...., il..1l.jUlil..8l."""O.. Inc. of Pearl New The service
areas were two counties in New York and the
aCI)Olnlng two counties in New and in

fibasic service" customers either
electric heat or electric water I!"ll.o.OJ"'dI1I"\'nI'l
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Connected Loads and Wattage Frequency
1tSJtrtl,WiOJ'l" Based upon the lighting census, the average

connected load for lighting is 2.5 kilowatts per residence,
although there is great variance from residence to
residence.. The recent Grays Harbor study confirms this
average number, reporting an average connected load of
2,525 watts in the houses surveyecL

The average bulb count per single family house (37 aver
age and 34 is consistent with earlier studies,
which showed levels of 38$3 bulbs (Manclark and Nelson
1992), 33.6 bulbs (Dethman and King 1991), and 32.. 1
bulbs ........ lL.., ....... "'--~'-......

As might be expected, there was a positive correlation
between bulb count and house size and between bulb
count and number of occupants. The correlation is
ex1trelrneJiv strong with house size as measured by number
of rooms. While a cross-correlation between house size
and family size has not been undertaken, it appears that
the variance is almost totally due to house size. On
average, there are 3.. 9 incandescent bulbs for each room
in the houseo This average is remarkably stable.. Whether
for houses of 3 or 13 or 23 rooms, you can almost count
on seeing about four bulbs per room..

tsa:sel~ne0 lighting in the

lack of pelrSls:teIllce ll which is to be measured annually over
a ten year

views or

.&.Jf''lV!OIlJJl'''''''' these both projects had the same ulti
mate goals: (1) deliver significant conservation services to
the previously ignored residential basic service customer,
who has neither electric heat nor electric water heat; (2)
provide demonstrable utility bin savings to participants;
and (3) encourage a radical transformation of the local
residential lighting market place..

Research and Methodology

The research for both the New York and the New Jersey
projects reflect the same key survey data collected in each
home.. A trained lighting installer physically surveyed the
number of incandescent bulbs in the home to retrofit
and the wattage distribution of the bulbs.. Upon installa-

the installer also recorded the types and wattage of
bulbs installed and the removed, along with
the specific rooms in which the relamping occurrecL With
this data collected, residence-specific wattage reductions
and estimates of energy and cost-benefits can be
calculated..

In the earlier New York each homeowner was also
on average hours use per

nUlnber of rooms in the and number of oc(;upants$
AU an and satisfaction
QU(~SUOl]j]allre to and mail back to the

Results

As of the verification and Ins·pe<~tlc~n D:rocedllre.
retrofit Delrsonai surveys were conducted

site visits for 50 % of the installations to
satisfaction and market

These results are also documented. The also
conducted site about two months

each set of mstaHations$ In the New
the is also up with annual surveys

of treated residences to determine term peJ~Sls,tenlce.

That process is to later this year.

Occupant~ The
was the number of incandescent

bulbs used in the typical residence$ There
was~ in the 7,700 residences treated, an average of 37.6
incandescent bulbs per house. there was a
slgnltlCa]!lt variance in bulbs per household.

What is of particular importance is the wattage distri
bution of the installed bulbs.. Low watt bulbs (less than
60 watts) represent 25 % of the bulbs, but only 14% of the
wattage.. The higher wattage bulbs represent a dispropor

large amount of the total load..
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The variance of this distribution among
the subgroups is that the percentage of bulbs in the

tends to increase as house size
decreases~

Western Massachusetts Electric installed an
average of 22~ 1 bulbs in 215 houses. 1 Nearly 69 % of the
incandescent bulbs were replaced by energy efficient
models. The limitations were customer acceptance
and with the fixture~ That ESCO is
currently installing an average of up to 12 bulbs per house
in certain types of residences (SESCO and Reeves 1991).
The lessons learned from this were to
programs in both New York and New Jersey~

The 1992 Harbor pun Fluorescent
Maximization Study and Nelson 1992) revealed
that an average 22 of 44.5 incandescent bulbs were
replaced fluorescents. 58 % of the incandes
cent sockets were converted to fluorescents by
the trained installers a reduction in total of
46%!).

From the two programs reviewed here and from the three
outside it is that there is no reason to
limit bulb due to either customer ac(~epltarlce

or to limitations on opportunities or the capabili-
ties of fixtures to them~ Relatively low
cost, non-intrusive allow rep1lacement
of a of bulbs.

the limitations
programs have that

use bulbs are

To
most
sure that

Can you the reaction were weatherization
programs to be limited to two
windows per of how many needed it?
Can you any commercial or industrial R.o.p..,Jl..Jll"'JUIU',...

program limited to four bulbs or even to
bulbs? of course noL In each case, what is important
is to secure aU of the cost-effective not

those of instaHations that offer the very

Most residential programs have some
artificial limit on the number of bulbs installed per
customer or per residence. While some utilities this
limit as as ten or even fourteen bulbs York
State Gas & Electric were on the order
of two to six bulbs per household These
limitations tend to be more common with direct instaHa-

but also exist for many sales and/or retail
rebate programs. Rather than limit the program to a few

use these programs were for
whole house retrofits so as to

assure that such and lost nTun,n'3i"'h1l'W111ltu~C'

were minimized.

To do an effort was made to determine where the
actual cut-off was for cost-effective savings with respect
to residential programse

frr~elevalU to
The average hours use is almost irrelevant in determining
cost-effectiveness. Hours use per indicates how
many kwh of savings will occur in any year. The
total kwh savings of the bulb upon the hours
use of the bulb's life the 'JU~1rr!:)c,p

Le~, the I1tf~vl~le ........ Vf"~~=n~

sized the installation of a and
with various

\,;I./\.ij"vA,U.JlvAi:)'ll etc., to assure that limitations to cost-
effective instaHations were minimized~ direct

the programs assured proper and
aV3lHallJllltv of needed the individual
fixture and
installations that could DOt:ent:taUlv

In a Massachusetts test to determine
maximum feasible and customer ac(~eptance'f

an energy service company under contract to



Fewer average hours use per day means that the kwh
savings win be spread over more years, but the total kwh
savings will be essentially the same.. There may be some
deterioration in cost-effectiveness if the utility's financial
discount rate is much higher than the projected. inflation
rate of avoided cost benefits, but this is usually not
significant except in extreme circumstances. Orange and
Rockland's avoided cost pattern is fairly typical; the
following shows the difference in cost-effectiveness for
that utility depending upon various annual and daily usage
levels:

only on energy savings during the next three years $

Consequently, the utility limited installations to locations
with usage of at least 3 hours, resulting in an average
usage level of 5$3 or about 1,930 hours annually.
In New Jersey, DSM incentives are calculated on Hfecycle
net benefits, so there is no need to concentrate on short
term savings at the potential expense of lifecycle benefits.
Nevertheless, the program has been limited to locations in
use at least one hour daily, resulting in an average daily
usage estimated at 2,,75 hours (1,000 hours annually).

The hours use are taken solely from room-by-room sur
veys as reported participants. While this is the most
common procedure, we are not confident of the accuracy
of this procedure. Other organizations, such as
Massachusetts Electric (Massachusetts Electric
1991) and the Grays Harbor/Bonneville group are placing
run hour meters on various to better determine
hours use and However, since the annual
rate of has had little impact on the
lifecycle benefit-cost study, this has not been a
__ ,,",,_lhl, for this evaluation~

Tne average number of fluorescent bulbs
installed per residence is 14.2 12.8 in New York
and 16.6 in New This differential was caused

average sizes of New Jersey houses treated
the offered by the New

The most of
these flexibilities was the ability to install bulbs in New

locations with reported average usage as low as one
to a minimum of three hours in New

York. The other had to do with the contractual
pre:-splecltlc~ltl(J~n of bulbs and bulb prices in the
New York Although the contractor offered these

at the time the contract was negotiated, this had the
effect of those attributes into the process, instead
of the contractor or the utility greater flexibility
to the most cost-effective 11ll"""~""~1I1ll"1,nr

installation.

Under the New Jersey
to maximize cost-effective kwh savings), there were a
much larger number of higher wattage and two-piece units
installed when compared to the payment per bulb
approach used in New York.. Under the performance
contract, which pays for life-cycle energy savings, there is
an incentive not only to maximize initial savings, but also
to assure long term persistence~ For this reason, there is a
higher of high lumen output bulbs and of

two units. In there was a
Jill'\1&;;)'~'~lIt"U of bulbs installed.An in the DSM Incentive

under New York '!l"".o..c1<'181I,r:lltlll""ftCO allows them to earn a

'This which indicates little benefitlcost
variance with the annual hours use, is common among

avoided cost tests. A similar was found in
similar evaluations for Western Massachusetts Electric

Central Maine Power and
Mohawk Power Central Po\ver &

Rochester Gas & Electric Bonneville
Power Administration Central Hudson Electric &
Gas and Sound Power & In
almost every case, residential was found to be
cost effective at aU levels until the average bulb rer)la(~ed

dn:>Ol:)OO below about 300-500 hours use ............... lIln,II'II'

The treatments in these two
eX2lm[)!es Dn)dlJ.ce~ average annual hours usage of about

hours m New and over hours in
New York~
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Because both of the direct installation programs we
evaluated. used. direct installation exclusively, it was
possible to determine with accuracy. Under
programs which do not use direct such as
retail or catalog sales (Bourget 1992), mail order or bin
insert offers (Goett, Van Liere and Quigley 1992) or
door-to-door sales (Sabo, McRae and Parfomak the
potential is very great that bulbs do not match
those they were intended to, often savings levelse
For example, the CMP Lions Club program resulted in
34 % of the bulbs not installed McRae and
Parfomak Of those that were 72 %
replaced the wrong sized bulbs. Of those that were
installed, 57 % were installed in locations which were not
cost-effective, based upon the avoided costs&

to {~n~,~-lIHSIHV

its needed
incandescents& A similar
sales 1992)0

store or catalog sales, DSM must upon
savings "guesstimates" to calculate savings. This is usually
done by using the manufacturers' recommended replace-
ment strategy and that this is what is
place in the field .. However, studies have shown that
consumers seldom use the bulbs offered to replace the
bulbs they are designed for.

~a111clpants will instaU bulbs wherever it win
save them energy without the iA.£fiio,~LJ~."'Jl.L9.J'k> a]melrut]leS~

usually lumen output. And if can both lower costs
and may consider themselves
far ahead of the game. For in the eMP pro-
gram, the 20 watt compact fluorescent was to

a 75 watt incandescent and was cost-effective at
that level. over half were used in 40w and 60w

In direct each bulb instaUed is in a
location that win be cost-effective and that is '!1l"n"lllrnnn~tA

to the levels being replaced. the InstallatJ.ons,
the installers recorded precisely the of each bulb
removed and that which along with the type
and the expected life of the bulbo From this site
data, we are able to determine the with
great accuracy, multiplying the wattage differential
recorded by the hours use. As mentioned earlier, we must
stiH use estimates to determine peak demand
reductions.

It is also evident that the wattage replaced shifted to a
level of wattage savings:

retrofit program, the of
averages about the saine, 38 %,

re~:ar(:He£;s of the of programo in the per-
formance program the contractor had the incentive
to concentrate upon the use bulbs where the p.,"' ......,.,.., ......"U/'l!>-

occur~ a average
"ll:J~ltt~cS'~ per instaHed bulb in New that program
saw much net an average of 5804 watts
vs. 5309 watts net in New York& the average
lifetime of the bulbs installed were in New Jersey,

hours vs. 9,100 hours in New York.

ouseho Accurately
Under most programs where the

Im10(GtVe:me:nts are installed the such as retail

In a COlnPlrehlenS,!ve
.bulbs ·>f!"a.'i!"~10li".:::\.rll



On a lifecycle basis, the savings per bulb in both
programs were significant: 528 kwh per bulb overall; 491
kwh per bulb in New York and 577 kwh per bulb in New
JerseYe The connected load reduction is 55.. 8 watts per
bulb; 58 .. 4 in New Jersey and 53 .. 9 watts in New Yorke

On a per household basis, the lifecycle energy savings
totals 7,500 kilowatt hours per treated residence (14.2
bulbs times 528 kwh per bulb); in New Jersey the savings
total 9,575 kwh per residence, in New York, the savings
total about 6,285 kwh per residence..

The customers are asked to estimate the hours use of
lights in the rooms treatecL Aside from the
H2J1U.rJljI habits of the homes to be treated on a before and
after basis, there does not exist any, way of verifying this
customer which makes us of the

of this based upon this
aD[)rO~lcnq, the usage in New is 2.7 hours and.
5.3 hours in New an estimated life of
bulbs to about 9.9 years in New and about
4.7 years in New York. Of the two, we believe that the
New average has the accuracy ..

proportion of bulbs. They also reduced connected load by
1.16 kW, or about 46% (Manclark and Nelson 1992).

No estimate of peak demand reduction can be made
because there is no measurement of the coincidence factor
of this load with the utility's system peaks. There have
been a number of different values, dependent largely upon
whether the utility is a summer peaking system (coinci
dence factors usually about 10%-25%) or a winter peaking
system (coincidence usually about 75%-90%).

Installations by Rooms,. Both projects collected data on
the number of installed bulbs by rooms in the house. In
examining this data, it is important to realize that many of
the homes did not have some of these rooms (e.g., family
rooms) or that others may can the same room by different
terms (e.. g., family room vs. finished basement). The
following presents a listing of the proportion of bulbs
installed by room, assuming at least 5 % of the bulbs were
installed in those rooms:

Savingsat

Direct installation assured accuracy of savings and
comprehensiveness of treatment. But one of the major
reasons for its use was to help assure greater savings
persistence. Other residential lighting strategies (e.g.. ,
catalog or retail sales, door-to-door distribution, etc.) have
had notoriously poor savings persistence.. For example,
Central Maine Power found that 34 % of the bulbs pur
chased through a service sales program were never even
installed (Sabo, McRae and Parfomak 1991). While the
Northeast Utilities study revealed that 36 % of the catalog
purchased lighting products similarly were not installed
(Bourget 1992). And the PG&E study found that 39% of

On a per household the Drollects
annual of about 967 kwh ~nnn~mh!

New the average per household in New
York was about kwh per year for five years.
If for estimates of annual savings, the
recommendation is to use the New averages.

The reduction in connected load is also very
S12nlIlcant ll about 33 %. On average, it totals about 0.8
kJJ()W2lUS: about 0.97 kW in New Jersey, and 0669 in New
York. Either of these numbers is stiB much lower ,than
could be accomplished a maximum penetration effort,
such as undertaken by the Harbor PUD. In that
eX~lmi)le, the by even the 1 hour guide-

was able to a much number and
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of it is believed. that there win be very few
pelrsH;teIlce losses the first few weeks.

The levels of 95 % toHlow'lnQ
the initial losses in the first several months is consistent
with the findings in PG&E's (Goett, Van Liere and

1992). In that the researchers found that
after a were lost never

the customers that
eXIJectea to further remove about 3-5 % more 0 The

reasons for dissatisfaction with bulb
installations are poor fit and lowered levels.
QC'C''illlra-g'1lClll' that each bulb is installed with a proper fit and

acc~unltejlV ITlatc:hll1l2 new bulbs to those direct
installation can eliminate some of these
ments to

contract does contain a
severe to the contractor should ever
fan below 90 %. However, based upon inspections to date,
including many undertaken 2 to 5 months following mstal-

the persistence has been much Based. upon
its evaluations of the the first year and
upon the "Residential Evaluation conducted
~'U11"'1l~'ll"0'''Il1''' Resources for the the
is projecting that the average will be about
95% over the first five year However, the
win be annual surveys each year for up to ten
years to ascertain the levelso Should
they below the 90 % the contractor is respon-
sible to the differential or to reduce their n~'l7t'n,p.nt

to compensateo

Based upon from other
the initial ten year may not be as

serious an issue a..') It may be that the
lower use bulbs e.g., those with use below
1,000 hours win take 15 years to
be "used n

0 While those installations are cost
even if we assume the need for a 10-15-20 year

tenn, it is more likely that these bulbs' ........A.J ........... .....,

wiH occur in a shorter time because of the
originally observed in the CMP study

McRae and Parfomak Once the
A'f"'10'1-g'1IQBB'\f installed bum out, a It'1I.nr-l!''il1l1l'"'8i'''l'n1i''1l~

reD,laCfX! with other efficiency bulbs
including some which have

not yet been instaHed. the low use bulbs installed
are likely to benefit from the "bulb so common
in many of our them to deliver their
lifecycle in a much shorter timeo '"[he PG&E
showed a similar

bulb Dur1cl1a:se ,"'C)~., ••• "'"' •.,,-

The programs shown herein tried to overcome that
problem by assuring that each bulb installed was
appropriate to the task for which it was used and that it
was used to the sized bulb.

The prime concern with residential1ightmg persistence has
been the problem of customer removal or even lack of
initial installation. Studies at CMP, NU and PG&E found
that somewhere between 30% and 40 % of the bulbs were
never installed and some other fractions (2 % to 6 %)
"emigrated" from their service areas, primarily as gifts.
However, the long run persistence is also to be questioned
because so many of the bulbs that~ installed have
been placed in the wrong applications. In the case of
CMP, 72 % of the bulbs installed were used to replace the
wrong sized bulbs; at NU, 57 % of the installed bulbs
were improperly sized; and at PG&E, 67 % of the installed
bulbs were improperly sized. This type of problems may
well lead to customer dissatisfaction and eventual removal.

the mail order purchased bulbs were not installed (Goott,
Van Liere and Quigley 1992)" Again, the New York and
the New Jersey programs were designed to overcome this
problem by assuring that each bulb was physically
installed at the residence.

To assure for the COlffiOlrellenlSl\Jre lllSt:lllBltl0ns,

customer education and satisfaction were
and after customers turned each

on to assure the level was similar and reasonable.
Customer satisfaction with the appearance of the installa-
tions was also requested. bulbs that were not satis-

either then or the year are
up and a A was nrC)VH1P£1

the contractor. the is for one
year. In New is for the life
of the bulbs~

~1l011"Ui-Bt""'l()1I'\t effort is made to assure the customer under-
stands the of each bulb. For eX~lmi)le,

are alerted to any eXIJectea "flicker" and to the need to
wait a very short for fuB lumen Most
1Il1'n1l''\rul'''1I"oant' is an of the bill and

We seek to do verification and/or on-site
msp~~u()ns on at least 50% of aU instaUations. Satisfaction
surveys are also to every for
rII'll'lll',on'il"!1'll1 to the dissatisfaction with the instal-
lation or the bulbs are back very An
installer can be dispatched to correct the or to
remove the if necessary .. The bulb counts reported
in this evaluation are the net results following this initial
verification series. Given the of attention at the time
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High

~Olllo\Nn'l~ lllSUllHa:tloitl'll each customer is presented. with a
satisfaction survey various aspects of the
mstaIJlatlon:s.. the contractor, the bulbs and future
This survey is to be completed and retu~ed. to the utility
in a postage envelope provided. Several thousand
surveys have been returned to date.

performance project is expected to actually treat
50-60 % of aU residential customers in the service area.
And a projected 27 % of aU lights in the service areas win
be replaced with compact fluorescent bulbs during the two
year program.. no other utility in New
York or New Jersey is expected to exceed one half of one
percent penetration of their lighting market during the
same time period.

Serving the "Missing Customers"
Cost-Effectively

Residential conservation programs electric utilities are
traditionally weighted to serve the
electric heat customer and new construction customers. To
a lesser extent, there are often programs for the electric
water heating customers and those who are in the market
for ne\v major in utility conserva
tion efforts, the basic service customer, the one who has
neither electric heat nor electric water is usually
the ft missing customer. 11 Utilities have not helped this
custom,er in the past because there was a presumption that
there was little that could be done for the basic service
customer in a cost-effective manner. The time the
basic service residential customer is not is when
the system uses the rates that customer to [mance
COltllpret.lenSlv'e conservation efforts for other customers.

The use of a retrofit has allowed
the utilities to deliver a reduction in those
basic service customers' bills and to provide them
with long term benefits. And the programs
have been v~ry cost-effective $ In 1992 dollars, the
programs are delivering at a total cost

verification and all other
administrative for about four cents per kilowatt

and Rockland 1992)..

this cost is lower than many other direct
installation programs (Shirilau, Espinosa and Kast 1992),
the to conduct a comprehensive installation" at each
residence has allowed the utility and the contractor to
costs to a minimum.

The to pursue a large scale, .comprehensive
residential lighting program has assured not only a lower
cost per but also assured a amount of
conserved kilowatt hours is realized.

StrongProgram

Of those the surveys, 98 % or more found the
installers courteous and and their work safe
dean, etc. 89 % said that as a result of the visit, they no~
had an mcreased conservation awareness$ And most

88 % found the light at least satisfactory, and
84 % said win the energy efficient bulbs
when need additional bulbs$

This very satisfaction rate is to be expected under the
direct installation customer dissatisfaction
Drc.tHe~ms that may occur with or the installation are
eliminated the actual installation. In

over 50 % of the installed s a much
of those with above average bulb

nUJrnb~~rs) are contacted soon after installation to check on
satisfaction levels and to the mstaUation$ This
allows the vast of to be and
corrected or the bulbs removed before have a chance
to nfester.. " The end result is not a very satisfied
customer, but a very group of referrals to assist
with word of mouth. of the program and the

M2lrK:t~tml1Z effotts have been concentrated in seven ro_""".. "'li",, ......

COlnmlUnJI.tles .. four in New York and three in New
In New about 41 % of the residences solicited were
treat&L FLC believes that
these areas could have increased levels to 60-
70% or more.

In New there has been
conlPl€~ted to date9 Of

3,171 tar t el1$]~lbl~es

this time Of have been treated or are
scheduled for treatment. This is a rate of 64 %
of those and 50 % of the entire It is

that this win increase the
uOlcornU:JlQ installation

For

and then

many other programs
perletX"at14JIlS of 1%-3 % of those targeted

'nrr~nn1l"~lIr",1!"I< of the DOlten'tlal ~1II ...... 1Ii""1t'"""",,,

residence. In New

Over the three year life of the combined direct installation
programs, slightly over 450,000 bulbs win be mstaUed$
Annual savings of 28 minion kilowatt hours will be
realized. And over the life of the mstalled
about 250 minion kilowatt hours win be saved. Nor was
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comprehensive, cost-effective residential
programs $

~'oJLlo~JVrr1U;? the of and Atlantic
Electric is openly evaluating a similar program. An even
larger, but similar program has already been
announced Sound Power & And the
nation's largest residential program,
direct installation of up to 3 minion bulbs
evaluated Bonneville Power Administration.
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:many different of residential We
that this data base win allow others to further Imrli"O,re

programs to for direct installation of even more

CD,mlJ,rel'1el1,siiJre Residential liiJrhfJfna Retrofits: A Case '1
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